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On this site, you can find the complete menu of GiJin from Pittsburgh. Currently, there are 15 meals and drinks
up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about GiJin:
Delicious experience. Think of the hand rolls similar to nigiri and paired with very complementary flavors. Not

necessarily the cone like hand roll from your local sushi shop but very tasty regardless. The chirashi was a very
flavorful bowl and the gin drinks were fantastic! Would dine at again! read more. The rooms on site are

wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities, Depending on the weather,
you can also sit outside and have something. What User doesn't like about GiJin:

Fantastic experience as always. The entire staff is so kind and down to earth. The food is always amazing. The
ambiance is completely different from anything I’ve ever experienced before, you can’t tell whether you’re in

NYC, Japan, LA, Pittsburgh, or just in some crazy movie scene lol it’s awesome. I tried the toro which absolutely
blew my mind, the beef tartare had roll was Fantastic, also had California hand roll... read more. GiJin from

Pittsburgh is a suitable bar to a drink after work, and sit with friends or alone, and it's made with lots of fresh
vegetables, fish and meat, healthy Japanese meals cooked. Naturally, they also offer you with tasty pizza, baked
straight from the oven in traditional style, scrumptious particularly are the Sushi and specialties like Sashimi that

this restaurant is known for.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Mai� course�
SUSHI

Sandwiche�
CALIFORNIA SANDWICH

Starter�
TARTARE

Sonstige�
SASHIMI

Japanes� specialtie�
MISO SOUP

Sush� Bar Entree�
CHIRASHI

Drink�
SAKE

DRINKS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

SOUP

FISH

Ingredient� Use�
TUNA

MISO

RICE

BEEF
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Opening Hours:
Wednesday 17:00-22:00
Thursday 17:00-22:00
Friday 17:00-23:00
Saturday 17:00-23:00
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